
THE DRAGON-BLOODED 
Anima Banner: Dragon-Blooded templates modify how your MD work. Instead of suffering mishaps and 
dooms, you have an anima banner, a visible manifestation of your essence that scourges those around you. 
Whenever you roll doubles on a magic dice roll, or burn a magic die, the strength of your anima banner 
increases. When you roll triples or more, it increases two steps. Resting for 20 minutes reduces your anima 
banner by one step. 

[0] Your anima banner and caste mark are invisible, though you can cause your caste mark to briefly glow 
with a moment of concentration. 

[1] The caste mark on your forehead shines brightly, making visual stealth impossible. 
[2] You are shrouded in an aura of elemental power that destroys wood and cloth, and deals 1 damage 

per minute to any mortal who remains within 1m of you for that entire time. This and all higher levels 
leave your personal gear unharmed. 

[3] You are engulfed in a pillar of your element, visible from miles away. Any mortal who comes within 1m 
of you immediately takes 1 damage, and another every round. 

[4] The elemental manifestation shapes into a pattern that uniquely identifies your character; for example, 
you might have a serpent of water or burning wings. Any character, mortal or otherwise, who comes 
within 1m of you takes 1d6 damage and the same every round. If you avoid investing any MD for 1 
minute, the shape fades, appearing as [3] until you invest any MD again, or until you rest and actually 
reduce it to [3]. 

The Great Curse: When you take your first Dragon-Blooded template, choose Compassion, Conviction, 
Temperance, or Valor. Once per rest, you can reroll any d20 roll when acting on the chosen virtue; but 
when acting against it you must Save or accumulate a point of Limit. When you have ten Limit, you Limit 
Break, suffering an effect for one scene depending on both your first Dragon-Blooded template and your 
chosen virtue, then resetting your Limit to 0. 

Aspect Compassion Conviction Temperance Valor

Air Idealism leaves you 
unable to handle 

life’s cruelty

Vision leaves you 
unwilling to consider 

short-term costs

Moral rectitude 
leaves you unwilling 

to tolerate 
imperfection

Arrogance leaves 
you unwilling to plan 

around failure

Earth You obsessively 
protect cherished 

institutions 

You cruelly punish 
those who oppose 

your ideals

You carelessly 
disregard any who 
fail to match your 
level of devotion

You heedlessly risk, 
confident in your 

practices and 
traditions

Fire The sight of injustice 
drives you to 

passionate rage

Passion for your 
goals drives you to 
leave chaos in your 

wake

Impossible standards 
drive you to 

scorching self-hatred

Hatred for your foes 
drives you to discard 

reason

Water You disregard all else 
to nurture those you 

care for

You disregard all else 
to focus single-

mindedly on your 
plans

You disregard all else 
to get some peace 

and quiet

You disregard all else 
to pick the simple, 
destructive solution



Terrestrial Reinforcement: When working in their area of expertise, the Dragon-Blooded are 
coordinated and effective. A Dragon-Blooded can invest any number of MD before they or anyone within 
reach makes an ability check to add [dice]x2 to that creature’s ability score for the purpose of that check 
only, or [dice]x4 if the Dragon-Blooded investing the MD has a relevant skill. 

AIR ASPECT 
You are an AIR-ASPECT DRAGONBLOODED, heir to Mela’s 
guile. 

Starting gear: A blue jade skycutter boomerang, a blue-jade-
reinforced breastplate, a Gemstone of Surface Thoughts set in an 
amulet, powerful connections on a citywide scale (see table), a 
steward, and a secretary 

Skills (1d4): Cryptography, studying tirelessly, ghost lore, 
destroying evidence 

A: Anima Vortex, Language-Learning Ritual, +1 MD 
B: Soundless Action Prana, Persistent Hornet Attack, +1 MD 
C: Wind-Carried Words Technique, Vengeful Gust Technique, +1 MD 
D: Deadly Blades of the Five Dragons, +1 MD 

Anima Vortex: You can invest MD to surround yourself in a vortex of air, making you immune to fall 
damage, able to jump three times as far, and gain a +[dice] bonus to AC against ranged attacks until the 
end of the scene or encounter. 
Language-Learning Ritual: You can speak, read, write, and understand any language you’ve heard for 
at least one hour in the past week. 
Soundless Action Prana: Your actions are never noticed by creatures that don’t have line of sight to you. 
Persistent Hornet Attack: Invest zero or more MD as you throw a weapon; it bounces to [dice] 
additional targets after the first, attacking one each round without your interference, then returns to your 
grip before the start of the next round. 
Wind-Carried Words Technique: Whisper a message and invest MD, and the wind will carry it to 
anyone you name and know the approximate location of within 10 x 10^[dice] m (100m for 1 MD, 1km for 
2 MD, 10km for 3 MD, 100km for 4MD). 
Vengeful Gust Technique: When you’re missed by a ranged attack that would have hit if not for your 
Anima Vortex, you can make the projectile reverse course, forcing the attacker to repeat the attack against 
themself. 

Wood You become reckless 
and destructive in the 
defense of that which 

you care for

You become cold and 
cruel in the pursuit of 

purging weakness

You become 
remorseful and 

frustrated in the wake 
of your excesses

You become 
aggressive and risk-
taking in the pursuit 
of something new

Aspect Compassion Conviction Temperance Valor

d6 Influence

1 within your House

2 at your alma mater

3 with the local government

4 in the Immaculate Order

5 with organized crime

6 in the military



Deadly Blades of the Five Dragons: You can shape thrown weapons from air, which function as light 
artifact weapons and give a -4 penalty to the next attack or ability check a damaged target makes. 

EARTH ASPECT 
You are an EARTH-ASPECT DRAGONBLOODED, heir to Pasiap’s strength. 

Starting gear: A white jade grand goremaul set with a Gem of Adamant Skin, a white-jade-reinforced 
breastplate, command of a talon of 125 soldiers, five loyal heroic mortal scale-commander subordinates 

Skills (1d4): Infantry tactics, masonry, ritual practice, noticing discrepancies 

A: Anima Attunement, All-Encompassing Earth Sense, +1 MD 
B: Stone-Carving Fingers Form, Granite Curtain of Serenity, +1 MD 
C: Dragon-Scarred Battlefield, +1 MD 
D: Obedient Ramparts of Earth, Unfeeling Earth Meditation, +1 MD 

Anima Attunement: You can invest MD to fill yourself with stone’s durability for the rest of the scene or 
encounter, gaining a [dice] bonus to physical saving throws and Constitution checks. 
All-Encompassing Earth Sense: So long as you have both feet on the ground, you cannot be surprised. 
Stone-Carving Fingers Form: With nothing but your bare hands and invested MD, you can shape stone 
to your will. A [sum] of at least 2 allows you to reduce a stone object to neatly quarried blocks; of at least 6 
to fashion a simple statue or functional pottery; of at least 12 to create a true masterpiece of sculpture. This 
takes but 1 minute. 
Granite Curtain of Serenity: You can invest MD before rolling a Save against an effect that would alter 
your emotions, control your mind, induce madness, or compel your action other than the Great Curse. Add 
[dice] to your result, and each other such save you make this scene or encounter. 
Dragon-Scarred Battlefield: You can impose the power of your anima on a 100m radius area around 
you, leaving the ground shaking until the end of the scene or encounter. Anyone in the area except other 
earth-aspected dragonblooded or mortal troops under your command takes a -[dice] penalty to attack rolls, 
ability checks, and saving throws. 
Ramparts of Obedient Earth: You can invest MD with a stomp of your foot to reshape dirt, sand, mud, 
or gravel, moving [dice] cubic meters per turn to form improvised barriers, tunnel into the earth, or create 
sinkholes. This does not require your action. 
Unfeeling Earth Meditation: Your wound penalty is always 0, no matter how many negative hit points 
you have. You must still save against unconsciousness or death when you take damage below 0 hit points. 

FIRE ASPECT 
You are a FIRE-ASPECT DRAGONBLOODED, heir to 
Hesiesh’s passion. 

Starting gear: A red jade short daiklave, a red-jade-
reinforced buff jacket, a Gem of the Calm Heart set in 
an amulet, 1d6+6 noncombatant mortal servants, an 
influential relative (see table), a name people recognize 

d6 Relative Reputation

1 parent sorcerous scholarship

2 elder sibling victorious command

3 grandparent deadly skill

4 great-grandparent generous wealth

5 aunt or uncle enlightened wisdom

6 great-aunt or great-uncle ruthless ambition



Skills (1d4): Incorrigible flirtation, commanding respect, partying hard, heavy lifting 

A: Anima Flames, Incense Smoke Ladder, +1 MD 
B: Virtuous Negation Defense, Auspicious First Meeting Attitude, +1 MD 
C: Moth to the Candle, +1 MD 
D: Ghost-Fire Blade, Unassailable Body of Fire, +1 MD 

Anima Flames: You can invest MD to shroud yourself in fire for the rest of the scene or encounter, dealing 
[dice] damage to anyone who hits you with an unarmed attack or who you hit with an unarmed attack, and 
igniting flammable objects with a touch. 
Incense Smoke Ladder: So long as you remain continuously in motion, you can run up and along walls 
and across liquids, though not along ceilings. If you slow down to a walking pace or stop, you fall. 
Virtuous Negation Defense: When an ally within 5m becomes the target of an attack, you can invest 
MD and leap to their defense. Your AC against the attack becomes 5+[sum], and you become the target. 
Auspicious First Meeting Attitude: You get +2 to reaction rolls from people who have never interacted 
with you before. If you would say or do something that would make a bad first impression, the DM is 50% 
likely to warn you in time for you to have done something else, if you’d like. 
Moth to the Candle: Invest MD and taunt an enemy. They must save or spend their next turn charging 
you, if doing so would not be instantly lethal. Until your next turn, they take -[dice] to AC against anyone 
but you. 
Ghost-Fire Blade: You can conjure a weapon of fire by investing MD. It has statistics identical to a 
mundane melee weapon of your choice, but adds [dice] to damage rolls, and can damage incorporeal 
creatures and creatures of darkness normally. 
Unassailable Body of Fire: When you become the target of a dodgeable attack, so long as the attack 
is not water-based and you are not touching water, you can invest an MD to perfectly dodge it, your body 
temporarily turning to flame. Rolling the same number on different uses of this ability across a single turn 
counts as rolling doubles. 

WATER ASPECT 
You are a WATER-ASPECT DRAGONBLOODED, heir to 
Daana’d’s versatility. 

Starting gear: Black jade lamellar armor, a Freedom Stone set 
in an amulet, tiger claws, a worldly and wise mentor though 
whom you have access to a broad web of regional contacts 

Skills (1d4): Realm law, Immaculate philosophy, sailing, 
tradecraft 

A: Anima Tide, Disarming Strike Prana, +1 MD 
B: Thrashing Carp Serenade, Tampering Detection Technique, +1 MD 
C: Revelation of Associates Hunch, +1 MD 
D: Deck-Striding Technique, Window-in-the-Door Technique, +1 MD 

d6 Mentor

1 a cynical bureaucrat

2 a notorious pirate captain

3 a successful industrialist

4 a merchant prince

5 a nameless spymaster

6 a famous martial artist



Anima Tide: You can invest an MD to gain total freedom of movement on the surface of or beneath water 
for the rest of the scene or encounter, including the ability to breathe water. 
Disarming Strike Prana: When you hit an armed enemy with an unarmed attack, you may take their 
weapon instead of damaging them. 
Thrashing Carp Serenade: You can speak so as to bring to a halt all bureaucratic or administrative 
activity within earshot, for the remainder of the scene or until you cease speaking. Characters may save to 
continue their work. 
Tampering Detection Technique: With a moment’s glance, you can determine whether an object was 
tampered with and how, within the past year. This can detect picked locks, ransacked desks, forged 
documents, and even unsuccessful attempts at such. 
Revelation of Associates Hunch: Upon any social interaction with someone, invest MD, and learn the 
names and one-sentence descriptions of [sum]/2 relevant allies, contacts, or employers they have. 
Deck-Striding Technique: You can climb up rigging, walk on the deck of a storm-tossed ship, and 
otherwise move around on a vehicle as easily as if it were solid ground. You can invest MD to share this 
effect with [dice] other characters. 
Window-in-the-Door Technique: Invest MD to see through a [sum]-inch radius area of a surface up to 
[dice] inches thick for one round. Magical materials are not affected. 

WOOD ASPECT 
You are a WOOD-ASPECT DRAGONBLOODED, heir to Sextes Jylis’s intuition. 

Starting gear: A green jade powerbow set with a Monkey Stone, a short green jade daiklave, a set of 
green jade lamellar armor, a tough or clever companion animal, command of a scale of 25 elite scouts 

Skills (1d4): Herb lore, animal handling, extreme climates, expensive taste 

A: Anima Growth, Unobstructed Hunter’s Aim, +1 MD 
B: Blossom Hides Thorns, +1 MD 
C: Disease-Banishing Technique, Quarry Revelation Technique, +1 MD 
D: Ravenous Thorn Technique, +1 MD 

Anima Growth: You can invest one or more MD to gain immunity to plant-based poisons and take [dice] 
less damage from attacks made using wooden or partially wooden weapons until the end of the scene. 
Unobstructed Hunter’s Aim: You can invest an MD to make a ranged attack that passes through cover 
granted by wooden objects, or two to make a ranged attack that curves around any kind of cover. 
Blossom Hides Thorns: When you interrupt yourself to start combat, you always surprise your foes. 
Disease-Banishing Technique: With a touch, you can invest an MD to cure any nonmagical or 
thaumaturgical disease that you have correctly diagnosed. 
Quarry Revelation Technique: You automatically can find in less than a minute and follow any tracks 
not concealed by a magical effect. 
Ravenous Thorn Technique: You may invest MD as you make a ranged attack to ensnare any creature 
it damages in writhing vines, inflicting 2 damage each round for [sum] rounds unless the vines are 
destroyed. 



FIVE-DRAGON STYLE (TERRESTRIAL) 
Weapons: Straight Sword, Spear 
Perk: While using a specialty weapon of Five-Dragon Style (not unarmed attacks), you get +1 to hit. 
Form Technique: Your speed increases by [dice] meters, and you get +[dice] to your Strength score for 
the purpose of ability checks to lift, move, or break things only. 

1 | Five-Dragon Claw 
R: Melee T: One creature D: 0 
Make an unarmed melee attack that deals lethal damage and ignores up to [sum] points of AC from armor 
or magic. 

2 | Five-Dragon-Force Blow 
R: Melee T: One creature D: 0 
Make an unarmed melee attack. If it hits, regardless of how much damage it does, it forces a save against 
knockback or knockdown at -[dice]. 

3 | Five-Dragon Fortitude 
R: 0 T: Self D: 0 
Use this technique when you take damage from any source. Reduce the damage by [sum], or by [sum]x2 if 
it’s nonlethal damage. 

4 | Five-Dragon Blocking Technique 
R: 0 T: Self D: 10 minutes 
You gain +[dice] to AC against weapon or unarmed attacks. This does not apply to any attack that can’t be 
parried. 

5 | Five-Dragon Fist 
R: Melee T: One creature D: 0 
Use this technique when you hit with an unarmed melee attack, which must actually be unarmed and not 
using a specialty weapon. Any damage inflicted is lethal and cannot be reduced. You take the same amount 
of damage as nonlethal damage, reduced by [dice]. 

6 | Five-Dragon Invulnerability 
R: 0 T: Self D: 0 
Use this technique when you become the target of an attack. If the attack isn’t enhanced by magic in any 
way and doesn’t use an artifact weapon, or if the attack deals less than [sum] damage, instead you take no 
damage on a hit. 

7 | Five-Dragon Wrath  
R: Melee T: One creature D: 0 
Make unarmed melee attacks against the target until you’ve made [sum]/2 attacks or one of them misses. 
You take 1 nonlethal damage for each attack made this way. 

8 | Five-Dragon Crush 



R: Melee T: One creature D: 0 
Make an unarmed melee attack. If it hits, it deals either twice its normal damage or [sum] damage, 
whichever is less. 

TERRESTRIAL HERO STYLE (TERRESTRIAL) 
Weapons: None 
Perk: Your unarmed attacks still count as armed, even though they don’t count as any specific weapon. If 
you are a Dragon-Blooded, you don’t need a teacher for this style; any Dragon-Blooded that tries to 
formalize their natural brawling skills into a martial art inevitably develops something that at least 
approximately resembles Terrestrial Hero Style. 
Form Technique: Divide [dice] between a bonus to grappling attacks and a bonus to AC against 
nonlethal attacks. You can re-allocate the bonus at the start of your turn. 

1 | Currents Sweep to Sea 
R: Melee T: One creature D: 0 
Make an unarmed attack that deals no damage, but automatically forces a save against knockdown at -
[dice] if it hits. If the save fails, you also may immediately grapple the target. 

2 | Pounding Surf Style 
R: Melee T: One creature D: 10 minutes 
Make an unarmed melee attack that ignores up to [dice] points of AC from armor. If it hits, each of your 
attacks against the target for the duration also ignores up to [dice] points of AC from armor, stacking with 
itself. 

3 | Flow from the Rocks 
R: Melee T: One creature D: Until the target escapes 
Make a grapple attack. So long as the target remains grappled by you, your allies (but not you) deal +
[dice] damage to them with unarmed and weapon attacks. 

4 | Riptide Method 
R: Melee T: [dice] creatures D: Until the end of your next turn 
Make a grapple attack against each target. When the duration ends, you must release all but one target 
unless you’ve use Riptide Method again. 

5 | Drowning Embrace 
R: Melee T: One creature D: Until the target escapes 
Make a grapple attack. If you successfully grapple the target, they cannot breathe, and take [dice] 
nonlethal damage each round. 

6 | Slippery Escape Method 
R: 0 T: Self D: 10 minutes 
You get +[dice]x2 to escape grapples, as well as to any Dexterity check to slip through a tight space or 
escape bonds. 

7 | Bonds of Unbreakable Ice Technique 
R: Melee T: One grappled creature D: [dice] rounds 



Release the target. They remain immobilized in place. 

8 | Trireme Strikes the Rocks 
R: Melee T: One grappled creature D: Special 
Make an unarmed attack that deals lethal damage and deals +[sum] damage. If the target loses any hit 
points this way, their spine is broken, paralyzing them from the waist down. If they’re a mortal, this is 
permanent; if they’re an exalt or other supernatural being, it lasts until they regain all their lost hit points. 

AIR DRAGON STYLE (CELESTIAL) 
Weapons: Fighting Chain, Chakram 
Perk: You can throw a chakram with each hand as an attack, making a single attack roll but dealing 2d6 
damage on a hit. 
Form: You get +[dice] to hit with all ranged attacks. 

1 | Air Dragon’s Sight 
R: 0 T: Self D: 10 minutes 
So long as there is air around you, you can function normally while blindfolded or in total darkness, cannot 
be surprised, and add [dice] to your initiative. 

2 | Breath-Seizing Technique 
R: Melee T: One creature D: Until the target regains all lost hit points 
Make an unarmed attack. On a hit, instead of dealing damage, the target takes a -[dice] stacking penalty 
to all ability checks and attack rolls. If the penalty equals half the target’s Constitution, they lose 
consciousness. Creatures who do not need to breathe are immune. 

3 | Shrouding the Body and Mind 
R: 0 T: Self D: [dice]+1 rounds 
You become mostly invisible, leaving merely a blur in the air; you are always concealed enough to hide as 
if out of line of sight. 

4 | Cloud Treading Method 
R: 0 T: Self D: [dice] rounds 
You can walk or run along the top of anything vaguely resembling a surface; leaves, raindrops, or trails of 
smoke suffice. You cannot remain stationary atop such an impossible surface. This technique does not 
require an action to use. 

5 | Tornado Offense Technique 
R: Melee or weapon range T: One or more creatures D: 0 
Make [dice]+1 unarmed attacks divided among the targets as you choose. You take -[dice] to AC until your 
next turn. 

6 | Wrathful Winds Maneuver 
R: [dice]x3m T: One creature D: 0 
Unleash a shout of essence at the target, which functions as an unarmed attack with +[sum] to hit. On a hit, 
the target takes no damage but must save vs knockdown; if they fail, they’re also deafened and take a -
[dice] penalty to all attack rolls and saving throws for [dice] rounds. 



7 | Lightning Strike Style 
R: 0 T: Self D: [dice]+1 rounds 
You can wield lightning as a weapon, which counts as a chakram, an artifact throwing weapon, and an 
unarmed strike and deals 2d3+[dice] damage on a hit. 

8 | Hurricane Combat Method 
R: 0 T: Self D: [dice]+1 rounds 
Ferocious gusts of wind surround you and fling away small objects within [dice]x3m. You move at triple 
speed, get +[dice] to AC, and can make [dice]x2 unarmed melee attacks or [dice]+1 ranged attacks each 
round. When the duration ends, you take [sum] nonlethal damage. 

EARTH DRAGON STYLE (CELESTIAL) 
Weapons: Tetsubo 
Perk: When you miss a creature with an unarmed attack, you deal 1 damage to them anyway. 
Form: If you would take [dice] or less damage, instead you don’t. This doesn’t count as “reducing” the 
damage; you just don’t take it. 

1 | Force of the Mountain 
R: Melee T: One creature D: 0 
Use this technique when you hit with an unarmed melee attack not modified with any other technique. Add 
+[dice] to the damage roll. 

2 | Unmoving Mountain Stance 
R: 0 T: Self D: [dice] minutes 
You don’t suffer knockdown or knockback from high-damage attacks, and you add +[dice] to saves against 
forced movement effects and Dexterity checks to remain hidden while motionless. 

3 | Stone Dragon’s Skin 
R: 0 T: Self D: Until your next turn 
Use this technique when any source deals damage to you. Reduce that damage and any other damage you 
take by [dice]x2. 

4 | Shattering Fist Strike 
R: 0 T: Self D: [dice]+1 rounds 
You deal twice as much damage to inanimate objects, regardless of the source. 

5 | Weapon-Breaking Defense Technique 
R: 0 T: A weapon D: 0 
Use this technique when a weapon attack misses you by 10 or more. You shatter a cheaply-made weapon 
with a [sum] of at least 2, a fine-quality weapon with a [sum] of at least 6, and an artifact weapon with a 
[sum] of at least 10. If you fail to, the attacker must still roll at least [sum] on 1d20 + their initiative bonus or 
drop their weapon. 

6 | Stillness of Stone 



R: Melee T: One creature D: [dice] rounds 
Make an unarmed melee attack, which must actually be unarmed and not using a specialty weapon. If you 
hit, the target is paralyzed and unable to take any action. If you would kill or knock a creature out with this 
attack, instead they’re turned to stone permanently. 

7 | Avalanche Method 
R: Melee T: One creature D: So long as you maintain eye contact 
Make an unarmed melee attack. On a hit, the target takes -[sum]/2 to all attack rolls, physical saving 
throws, and physical ability checks. If this penalty exceeds their Constitution, their speed is reduced to 0m. 

8 | Perfection of Earth Body 
R: 0 T: Self D: 10 minutes 
Your body becomes as stone. If you are unarmored, you get +[dice] to AC and to hit and damage with 
unarmed attacks, double your Strength modifier to damage with all melee attacks, and you ignore all 
wound penalties. 

FIRE DRAGON STYLE (CELESTIAL) 
Weapons: Two Short Swords 
Perk: You can treat “a short sword in each hand” or “a short daiklave in each hand” as a single Light 
weapon, a single Heavy weapon, and two Light weapons simultaneously; whatever is most beneficial. You 
do still need to use both hands, of course. 
Form: You get +[dice] to AC against attacks from sources you are aware of. You can always choose 
whether your attacks do lethal or nonlethal damage, even if a type is specified. 

1 | Flash-Fire Technique 
R: 0 T: Self D: 0 
Use this technique as you roll initiative to add [sum] to the initiative roll, and all other initiative rolls you 
make this scene. 

2 | Flame-Flicker Stance 
R: 0 T: Self D: Until your next turn 
Use this technique when you become the target of an attack. Add [dice] to your AC, and whenever you 
invest MD you also add that much to your AC. 

3 | Searing Fist Attack 
R: Melee T: One creature D: [dice]+1 rounds 
Make an unarmed melee attack. On a hit, your target also takes -1 to all attack rolls and saving throws, 
stacking with itself and resetting the duration. 

4 | Perfect Blazing Blow 
R: Melee T: One creature D: 0 
Make an unarmed melee attack. If the attack would miss a target with an AC of 10+[dice]x2 or less, instead 
it hits but deals minimum damage. 

5 | Fiery Hand Attack 
R: Melee T: One creature D: [dice] rounds 



Make an unarmed melee attack. If the attack hits, add +[dice] damage and the target must save or catch 
fire, which burns even underwater and cannot be extinguished by nonmagical means. 

6 | Breath of the Fire Dragon 
R: [dice]m T: One creature D: 0 
Spit a gout of flame as an unparryable unarmed ranged attack, which deals [sum] damage instead of your 
normal unarmed damage, and harms spirits and other immaterial creatures. 

7 | Smoldering Wound Attack 
R: Melee T: One creature D: 1 round 
Make an unarmed melee attack. If the attack hits, 1 round later, the target takes the same amount of 
damage again unless fire-extinguishing magic has been applied in the intervening time. 

8 | Consuming Might of the Fire Dragon 
R: 0 T: Self D: 10 minutes 
You deal [dice] damage to anyone who hits you with an unarmed attack or who you hit with an unarmed 
attack, and can ignite flammable objects with a touch. This stacks with Anima Flames. You and your allies 
within [dice]m get +1 to AC against attackers who can see you. 

WATER DRAGON STYLE (CELESTIAL) 
Weapons: Tiger Claws 
Perk: If you have tiger claws on both of your hands, you get +2 to AC as if from a shield. 
Form: You can’t use this form if your armor reduces your speed by more than 1m. You get +1 to hit with 
unarmed attacks. Prevent the next [sum] damage you would take. 

1 | Flowing Water Defense 
R: 0 T: Self D: [dice] rounds 
Use this technique when you become the target of an attack. Add +3 to your AC but take -1 to your attack 
rolls. 

2 | Rippling Water Strike 
R: Melee T: One creature D: 0 
Make an unarmed meleeattack. On a hit, the target and each other creature besides you within 3m of it 
takes [dice] nonlethal damage. If you invested 4 MD or more, only your enemies take damage. 

3 | Drowning-in-Blood Technique 
R: Melee T: One creature D: [sum] rounds 
Make an unarmed melee attack. On a hit, instead of dealing damage, reduce the target’s Constitution by 3. 
If their Constitution is reduced to 0 this way, they die instantly, drowned in their own blood. 

4 | Shrugging Water Dragon Escape 
R: 0 T: Self D: [sum] rounds 
You cannot be restrained. Chains shatter, ropes snap, handcuffs drop away, and supernatural restraining 
effects are suppressed. 



5 | Crashing Wave Style 
R: Melee T: One or more creatures D: 0 
Make unarmed melee attacks against any targets until you’ve made [dice]x2 attacks or one of them misses. 
The first attack is at full accuracy, the second at -1 to hit, and each subsequent attack doubles the penalty. 

6 | Theft-of-Essence Method 
R: Melee T: One creature D: [dice] minutes 
Make an unarmed melee attack. On a hit, steal [dice] of the target’s MD. You can only use these MD on 
Water Dragon Style techniques. When the duration ends, return the stolen MD, and burn any still unburnt. 

7 | Bottomless Depths Defense 
R: 0 T: Self D: 1 week 
Use this technique when you would take any amount of damage. Instead you take 1 point of damage that 
does not heal. 

8 | Tsunami Force Shout 
R: [dice]m T: Each creature in a 45-degree arc D: 1 week 
Each target must save or take [sum] damage that cannot be reduced, and does not heal until the duration 
ends. If they succeed, they must save or take [sum] lethal damage. If they succeed, they must save or take 
[sum] nonlethal damage. 

WOOD DRAGON STYLE (CELESTIAL) 
Weapons: Shortbow, Longbow 
Perk: You deal +2 damage with bows, and add +25m to their maximum range. 
Form: You regain [dice] hit points at the start of your turn, if you have 1 or more hit points. 

1 | Eyes of the Wood Dragon 
R: Sight T: One creature D: 5 rounds 
Your attacks against the target deal +[dice] damage. If your attacks normally couldn’t harm immaterial 
creatures and the target is immaterial, instead your attacks deal [dice] damage on a hit. Only living 
creatures can be targeted by this technique. 

2 | Mind-over-Body Meditation 
R: 0 T: Self D: 0 
You regain [sum] hit points. 

3 | Wood Dragon Vitality 
R: 0 T: Self D: Until your next turn 
Use this technique when any source deals damage to you. Reduce that damage and any other damage you 
take by [dice]. If that damage is nonlethal, instead reduce it to 0. 

4 | Soul-Marking Strike 
R: Melee T: One creature D: 24 hours 



Make an unarmed melee attack. On a hit, you deal no damage but mark the target’s soul. You can sense 
the direction to that target, and whether you’re within [dice]m of them. You get +[dice] to hit the target with 
attacks. 

5 | Enthralling Blow Attack 
R: Melee T: One creature D: Until the target saves 
Make an unarmed melee attack. On a hit, you deal no damage but the target must make a mental saving 
throw on its turn, each turn, instead of taking actions or moving. 

6 | Spirit-Rending Technique 
R: Melee T: One spirit D: 0 
Make an unarmed attack, which can strike and damage even immaterial spirits. If you reduce a spirit to 0 
hit points this way, it is destroyed. 

7 | Death-Pattern Sensing Attitude 
R: 0 T: Self D: 10 minutes 
Up to [dice] times per turn, ignore any penalties that would reduce your AC. 

8 | Wood Dragon Succor 
R: 0 T: Creature touched D: 0 
Transfer up to [sum] of your hit points to the target.


